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T.Mills - All I Wanna do
Tom: G
Intro: G D C Em D C

     G
Bad girls in the lobby
D                C
lets bring em up.
Em                             D
If you're a friend of a friend of a friend
          C
that's good enough
           G              D
Cuz I like naughty girls and party girls,
C
if u came here to drink don't worry girl,
Em
enough drink in the minibar
D               C
lets fill these cups (yeah)
           G         D
green light go pour one more
C
champagne shower on the hotel floor
             Em               D
Take it all off, you don't need more clothes
             C
bring it up high baby drop it down low
          G       D
and we go oh oh oh oh
            C
I can't believe this ain't illegal
        Em       D
i just know oh oh oh
          C
It's gonna be on hell of a weekend baby
G    D        C            Em         D
All i wanna do is just have a good time
            C
just have a good time yeah baby

G    D        C            Em         D
All i wanna do is just have a good time
            C
just have a good time yeah baby
           G         D            C
we gonna : Party and do this with you and all your friends
     Em           D           C
then pass out and wake up and do it all again (yeah baby)
G    D        C            Em          D

all i wanna do is just have a good time
            C
just have a good time (yeah baby)

And the same chords all the song

No clothes in the swimming pool
that's fine with me (huh , yeah)
A pretty face and a birthday suit
that's all you need (huh)
I make all the day my holidays
If you came here to judge dont bother me
cuz i'm about to get dumb right now
just wair and see (yeah)
feelin alright damn good night
go and watch me have a damn good time
no room key let them all inside
everything free for the girls gone wild
and we go oh oh oh oh
I can't believe this ain't illegal i just
know oh oh oh
It's gonna be one hell of a weekend baby

All i wanna do is just have a good time
just have a good time yeah baby x2

we gonna : Party and do this with you and all your friends
then pass out and wake up and do it all again yeah baby

all i wanna do is just have a good time
just have a good time (yeah baby)
one time for the good times yeah
one time for the good times and
two times for the bad girls and
three floors full of people just
forget your troubles (drink)
five more them doubles it's
6am still goin, you know it

all i wanna do is just have a good time ,
just have a good time yeah baby x2

we gonna : Party and do this with you and
all your friends
then pass out and wake up and do it all
again (yeah baby)

all i wanna do is just have a good time ,
just have a good time.

Acordes


